USS Artemis – NCC-83093
Mission Transcript
Stardate 9909.24

CO_Ross says:
Mission Summary: The Artemis Crew onboard the USS Léman is heading for Joltrax IV on a rescue mission of the Federation Colony there.
The Léman is 2 days out from arriving at the Joltrax System, Beta Watch is on duty and Alpha Watch members are off-duty
Host AGMSergio says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Continue Artemis 9907.24>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
CNS_Sodak says:
::In mess hall eating again::
AEnsKayan says:
::getting ready to go into the holodeck::
CTO_Gore says:
::In the sonic shower::
CO_Ross says:
::in the Bridge Lounge sipping raktajino::
TO_Pete says:
::walks into the mess hall and looks around for any bridge crew he knows::
Host CmdrLass says:
::in the bridge, looking after the bridge officers::
XOBryant says:
::::sits in a chair and finishes his wine::::
CNS_Sodak says:
::Leaves Mess Hall::
FCO_Joe says:
::runs to Soadak:: CNS: Hello Mr. Sodak
Host CmdrLass says:
FCO : How are we doing?
CEO_Tamek says:
::walks into mess hall...looks around, goes to replicator:: Steak, medium, baked potato all the way, Saurian brandy.
CNS_Sodak says:
FCO: Hello
SO_Donovn says:
::finishes his swim and returns to quarters::
TO_Pete says:
::walks over to the CEO after seeing him:: CEO: Hello Mr Tamek!
CTO_Gore says:
::steps out of the sonic shower, drying off with a towel::
FCO_Joe says:
CNS: I was on my way to the holodeck, care to join me ::struggles with his gear::
Host CmdrLass says:
<FCO> Lass : Fine Ma'am..
CEO_Tamek says:
TO: Good day, Mr...
TO_Pete says:
CEO: Buonomo, I'm the Tactical officer ::offers hand::
AEnsKayan says:
::Looks at Jason who is looking at her::  CSO:  Well?
CSOMacMer says:
Kayan:  Well what?
CNS_Sodak says:
FCO: I have to ask Commander Lass something... perhaps after that
XOBryant says:
:::Looks around and notices just how relaxed everyone is looking and then gets an evil thought and grins:::: FCO, CMO: if you will excuse me I am going to take a little stroll, I'll be back in a little while :::gets up and heads for the door smiling at a couple crewmen::::
FCO_Joe says:
CNS: All right
AEnsKayan says:
CSO:  Well are we going to go in?  ::slightly exasperated::
CTO_Gore says:
::gets into uniform::
CO_Ross says:
::gets up and stretches and exits the bridge lounge to the bridge::
CEO_Tamek says:
::shakes hand:: TO: Buonomo.  Nice to make your acquaintance. Join me for dinner?
CNS_Sodak says:
::Approaches TL to bridge::
XOBryant says:
::::Gets in the TL::: TL: Bridge.
CSOMacMer says:
Kayan:  Yes.  Are you sure?  You don't seem too happy about this.
TO_Pete says:
CEO: I'd be delighted ::smiles::
Host CmdrLass says:
::paces the bridge::
FCO_Joe says:
::comes to a holodeck where he puts on his uniform for the scenario::
CNS_Sodak says:
::Enters bridge::
AEnsKayan says:
::shrugs::  CSO:  I'm sorry.  It's just that... well...  never mind.  Honest.  I am glad to be here with you.  Go ahead and finish the program.  I am ready when you are.
CTO_Gore says:
::Walks into the main part of his quarters activating a console on a small desk in the corner of the room::  Computer, begin downloading all information on the Joltrax system to my console.
CO_Ross says:
Cmdr:  Cmdr Lass, have a seat ::points to the command chair::
CEO_Tamek says:
TO: Very well.  Shall we?  ::Takes tray and heads to an open table.::
Host CmdrLass says:
::nods::
Host CmdrLass says:
::and sits down::
CNS_Sodak says:
CmdrLass: May I ask you something?
XOBryant says:
::::Changes his mind::::  TL: halt, deck 4
Host CmdrLass says:
::looks at the CNS:: CNS : Sure..
CSOMacMer says:
::grins at her and finishes the program, then bows to the side::  Kayan: After you.
XOBryant says:
::::Gets out of the TL and heads for his quarters::::
MO_Ianden says:
::Enters Holosuite 4::
TO_Pete says:
CEO: one second please. Replicator: 1 chicken pot pie and a scotch please
CTO_Gore says:
::walks over to the replicator getting a strong coffee::
TO_Pete says:
::takes tray and follows the CEO to a seat and sits down across from the CEO::
AEnsKayan says:
::looks at him then sticks her head into the room cautiously, not sure about that smile::  CSO:  What did you.....  Ohhhh....  where did you get this program ::walks into the holodeck::
CNS_Sodak says:
CmdrLass: Does the counselor's office have to be so messy? When I first came aboard it looked like A fleet of Jem'Hadar vessels blew it up
CTO_Gore says:
<Computer> CTO: Download complete
CSOMacMer says:
::follows Kayan in with a smile::  Kayan:  You like it?
Host CmdrLass says:
CNS : Well.. I'm not sure.. You'll have to ask Lt. Edgemore when we return to the SB.. He was not expecting visitors in his office.. ::smiles::
CTO_Gore says:
::Walks over to the small desk and takes a seat::
CEO_Tamek says:
TO: How long have you been with this crew?
MO_Ianden says:
::Puts on his gloves and grabs his hiking stick:: Time to hike through the amazon...
CO_Ross says:
Cmdr:  You seem on edge Commander, is there a problem?
AEnsKayan says:
CSO:  Like it?  I love it.  This is great.  ::walks into the room trying to look at it all at once::
Host CmdrLass says:
CO : No sir...
CNS_Sodak says:
CmdrLass: I'll do that....I just find messy offices unnerving
TO_Pete says:
CEO: only a few weeks, I am a new ensign a bit myself
XOBryant says:
:::enters his quarters and looks around and goes over to the desk and goes to work on the paperwork that accumulates magically when he isn't watching::::
Host CmdrLass says:
::shrugs at the CNS::
CEO_Tamek says:
TO: I see.  I just transferred over from the Pharaoh, myself.
CTO_Gore says:
::Sipping his coffee as he reads over the information::
CO_Ross says:
Cmdr: Anything you want to talk to me about?
AEnsKayan says:
::dashes up the side of a small cliff hanging over an ocean::
Host CmdrLass says:
CO: No sir.. ::wonders:: Has your CSO been talking to you? Sir.. There's nothing to be worried about .. The refit was done without hitches... ::gets up from her seat::
MO_Ianden says:
::Inhales the fresh Amazon air deeply,  but then remembers this is just a holo simulation::
Host CmdrLass says:
ACTION : The FCO again sees some strange readings up ahead. This time, right in their path and very close.
CSOMacMer says:
Kayan:  Hey, hold up?  ::reaches over to the side and picks up a pick-nick basket, then followers her::
CNS_Sodak says:
::Leaves Bridge::
Host CmdrLass says:
<FCO> All : We're heading into.. Something...
SO_Donovn says:
::leaves quarters and heads for the science labs::
FCO_Joe says:
::tires to flip up the visor on his unifrom::
CTO_Gore says:
::suddenly feels concerned as he reads over one bit of information on the system::
Host CmdrLass says:
FCO : Something?
Host CmdrLass says:
FCO : Deviate course...
Host CmdrLass says:
ACTION : At current speed, the Léman cannot stop in time nor steer away.
Host CmdrLass says:
<FCO>Lass : I cannot Ma'am...
CO_Ross says:
::Watches intently, monitors the Center Console Display::
AEnsKayan says:
::after a moment, the wind blowing through her hair she reaches the cliff edge and just stands there starring out at the sunset::
Host CmdrLass says:
All : Sound collision alarm..
SO_Donovn says:
TL: deck 7 science labs
Host CmdrLass says:
All : Everyone brace yourselves...
CNS_Sodak says:
::To self:: Now what?
CTO_Gore says:
::Hears the collision alarm:: What the?
Host CmdrLass says:
ACTION : Everyone sees.. Nothing..
CO_Ross  (Alert.wav)
XOBryant says:
::::Jumps up and wonders what the Starbase wonder has managed to do now::::::
CEO_Tamek says:
::Looks up at klaxon::
Host CmdrLass says:
ACTION : CSO, Kayan, XO see glances of large black holes coming towards them, too fast for them to get out of their way.
CSOMacMer says:
::reaching Kayan's side he puts the basket down::  Kayan:  it is beautiful.  ::looks from her to the sunset::
Host CmdrLass says:
<FCO> All : Reaching coordinates...
TO_Pete says:
::hears alarm and grabs onto something waiting for anything to happen::
XOBryant says:
:::looks baffled::::
FCO_Joe says:
::can not see anything::
CEO_Tamek says:
::Takes off for Engineering::
Host CmdrLass says:
ACTION : CTO does too...
CO_Ross says:
FCO:  Emergency back full, pull the red line
MO_Ianden says:
::Walks around the trail, seeing the exotic plant life::
AEnsKayan says:
::in shock falls off::
Host CmdrLass says:
ACTION : The Léman shakes violently as it hits the anomaly's coordinates, and stops.
CSOMacMer says:
::calls out at the last moment::  Kayan....
CNS_Sodak says:
::Returns to bridge::
TO_Pete says:
CEO: excuse me, I have to get to the bridge ::stands up quickly and jogs out of the mess hall::
Host CmdrLass says:
ACTION : The lights go out.
FCO_Joe says:
::get knocked to the floor::
CTO_Gore says:
::holding his coffee, luckily it has a lid::
CO_Ross  (Autdefin.wav)
SO_Donovn says:
::arrives in the science lab and goes to a console::
Host CmdrLass says:
ACTION : XO, CTO, CSO and AEns feel a strange sense of dizziness as the holes travel through them.
CO_Ross says:
*Computer*: Automatic defense procedures
TO_Pete says:
::trips on something and falls to the ground and sighs as the lights go out::
Host CmdrLass says:
All : Everyone ok? Get emergency lighting back online..
CEO_Tamek says:
::Flies against wall, grimaces in pain, then continues.::
XOBryant says:
::::bounces around his quarters a little as he heads for the door::::
CO_Ross says:
<Computer> CO: Acknowledged
Host CmdrLass says:
ACTION : The holes disappear a few meters after passing through the officers.
CNS_Sodak says:
::Mumbles under breath::
XOBryant says:
::::wonders what is going on::::
CSOMacMer says:
::reaches out to grasp something, anything, only to fall against something.  His eyes close as blackness descends::
CTO_Gore says:
::Shoots out of his chair as the lights go out, but grabs onto the table for support as he feels dizzy::
CEO_Tamek says:
::Arrives in Engineering, starts emergency power and communication protocols...::
SO_Donovn says:
::does an area scan from lab console to see what's happen::
XOBryant says:
:::Looks around and shakes his head and runs out the door headed for the jefferies tube, yelling for crew members to make a hole:::::
Host CmdrLass says:
ACTION : As the officers on the holodeck "hit" the ground (and despite of the safeties being on) they are knocked out.
Host CmdrLass says:
ACTION: Light come back online
XOBryant says:
:::heads for the TL instead of the tubes and runs in::::
CTO_Gore says:
::rubs his temples as the dizziness slowly passes::
TO_Pete says:
::gets up, dusts himself off and jogs to the turbolift::
CEO_Tamek says:
All: Emergency power and communications are online.
CO_Ross says:
*Shipwide*:  All hands this is the Captain, we have come up on some type of anomaly, all crew members report to your department heads
CNS_Sodak says:
I talked to Joe on his way to the HD
XOBryant says:
:::Misjudges and hits the wall next to the door of the turbolift cuz he's still dizzy and almost knocks himself out:::
CTO_Gore says:
::Exits his quarters and heads for the Turbo lift briskly::
TO_Pete says:
::gets into turbolift:: Bridge!
CO_Ross says:
Cmdr: Status Report
MO_Ianden says:
::Thinks: Darn not now::  ::Tosses off his gloves and exits the HD::
Host CmdrLass says:
CO : Well sir..
TO_Pete says:
::watches and waits until the TL comes to the bridge, and walks out::
CEO_Tamek says:
::Runs diagnostics on shipwide systems::
Host CmdrLass says:
CO : For now.. Things are getting back to normal..
XOBryant says:
::Looks around and checks to see if anyone saw him and notices that no one even notices the fact that he just bounced off a bulkhead::::
MO_Ianden says:
::walks to sickbay::
TO_Pete says:
::wonders where the CTO is, and takes the tactical console, and begins tapping sleek panels::
FCO_Joe says:
::heads for the bridge::
CO_Ross says:
Cmdr:  Back us off this black hole, far enough for sensors
Host CmdrLass says:
CO : Black hole sir? Our scanners are not picking up anything..
CO_Ross says:
Cmdr:  What I saw definitely looked like a black hole......
FCO_Joe says:
::gets out of TL and onto the bridge::
Host CmdrLass says:
CO : Well.. I did not see anything..
CNS_Sodak says:
CO: Sir, I think I should tell you this.......
CTO_Gore says:
::walks up to the turbo lift doors and reaches out to touch the panel, but doesn't....instead his hand pushes through the panel::
Host CmdrLass says:
CO : Sir.. If you'd like to take command..
CTO_Gore says:
::Steps back in disbelief, staring at his hand::
Host CmdrLass says:
CO : This is an emergency situation...
CO_Ross says:
CNS:  Yes, what counselor?
FCO_Joe says:
CO: What's going on?
CNS_Sodak says:
CO: Well, I can't sense anything, not even the crew
XOBryant says:
:::Starts to step in to the TL and steps through the door::::
CO_Ross says:
Cmdr: very well Commander, I have the CONN
CTO_Gore says:
::Taps his commbadge:: Lt. Gore to bridge....
SO_Donovn says:
::heads to bridge::
CEO_Tamek says:
*CO: Sir, I have detected some minor hull damage.  All other systems are coming back online in a few seconds.
Host CmdrLass says:
CO : Sir.. I'll go help down in ME... ::walks to the TL::
CO_Ross says:
*CEO*:  begin repairs, and keep me advised
CTO_Gore says:
::Taps his commbadge again:: Lt. Gore to anyone who can hear me, please respond....
FCO_Joe says:
::walks up to beta FCO:: Ryder: You're relieved
TO_Pete says:
CO: sir, I'm sorry to disturb sir, but Lt. Gore is not registering as on the ship at all sir ::taps panel some more::
CO_Ross says:
Cmdr: Very well Commander Lass
Host CmdrLass says:
ACTION : No one hears the CTO's comm..
Host CmdrLass says:
ACTION : Except the XO
CO_Ross says:
TO:  have the computer make a complete roll call of all personnel advise me of the findings.....
CTO_Gore says:
::Looks around him at the empty corridors:: What's going on....
XOBryant says:
:::is trying to figure out to do when the TL starts moving.
TO_Pete says:
aye sir ::taps panels, professionally::
CEO_Tamek says:
*CO*:Aye sir...  teams are already on their way.  Going back to normal systems now.
XOBryant says:
*CTO* It seems your comm badge is malfunctioning, you got me not the bridge, have it checked out.
CNS_Sodak says:
::Keeps trying to sense the crew's thought or emotions with no luck::
TO_Pete says:
::looks up from console:: CO: sir, the CSO, CTO, XO, and Ens. Kayan are missing
CO_Ross says:
TO:  Begin a full ship search, in and outside the ship
MO_Ianden says:
::walks into sickbay and asks one of the nurses for a report::
CTO_Gore says:
*XO* Commander, something is wrong....i can move my hand through the wall...sir...
TO_Pete says:
CO: understood sir ::moves hands along the sleek panel::
XOBryant says:
*CTO* yeah I know what you mean, I just got on theTL without opening the doors.
CTO_Gore says:
::As two crewmen pass by he shouts at them, but receives no response::
TO_Pete says:
CO: they are definitely NOT on the ship sir... and not within scanning range outside the ship ::breaths a small sigh of relief::
SO_Donovn says:
*CO*: this is SO Donovan sir I seem to not be able to find the CSO ships computer can not locate his whereabouts
CTO_Gore says:
*XO* I don't even know what deck I'm on....
CO_Ross says:
CNS:  Counselor, there are no coincidences in the galaxy, with your not being able to sense the crew has to be coupled with the missing officers.  Go to the Science console and see if there are any parallels
CTO_Gore says:
Computer?  Computer?  Hmm...
XOBryant says:
*CTO* ok this is what we are going to do. :::thinks for a second:::: Can you figure out how to get to main engineering?
Host CmdrLass says:
::arrives in ME:: CEO : You have anything for me to do?
CNS_Sodak says:
::Goes to Science Console:::
CO_Ross says:
SO:  Mr. Donovan, until the CSO is located, you are the department head, get up to the bridge and assist in the sensors
CTO_Gore says:
*XO* well, what do I do dive into the floor and stop at about deck 14 something?
CEO_Tamek says:
*CO*: Sir, I am reading a problem with the Holo Deck systems.  I am trying to isolate it now...
SO_Donovn says:
*CO*: Aye sir
SO_Donovn says:
::heads to TL::
XOBryant says:
*CTO* Gore, I don't care if you get out and crawl along the hull, meet me in main engineering!
CNS_Sodak says:
CO: There is a 62% probability that the anomaly is responsible for unusual occurrences aboard the ship
SO_Donovn says:
TL: bridge
Host CmdrLass says:
::wonders if the CEO is ignoring her:: CEO : Lt?
CO_Ross says:
CEO:  Check the ship's logs, see who was logged into those holodecks
FCO_Joe says:
::sees if he can move the ship::
CEO_Tamek says:
ENG: Repair team Bravo, let's report to Holodeck 2.
CTO_Gore says:
::sighs:: oh boy.....  ::Lies down flat on the floor, slowly he starts to sink through the bulkhead::
CEO_Tamek says:
Lass: Yes?
CO_Ross says:
TO:  Check the ship's sensors along with the 'black hole' and locate where and when the officers disappeared
TO_Pete says:
CO: aye sir ::taps furiously, knowing what he is doing::
Host CmdrLass says:
CEO: Do you have anything for me to do? I heard there where some problems with the holodecks?
XOBryant says:
:::Steps out of the TL and finds himself in between deck and is more that just a little disconcerted by all this and starts to get annoyed:::
SO_Donovn says:
::arrives on bridge take science console::
CEO_Tamek says:
CO: Sir, Kayan and the CSO were the only ones logged in at the time of impact.
TO_Pete says:
CO: The black holes did not appear on sensors sir.. ::taps a bit more:: and I have the coordinates the officers disappeared sir
CO_Ross says:
CEO:  Check all possibilities and even the impossible,
CO_Ross says:
TO: uplink them to the FCO console
CTO_Gore says:
::He looks around at the darkness around him, feeling as if he is traveling through a very thick liquid.  Suddenly pops out in a corridor below him, shouting in surprise as he slams through the next bulkhead::
CEO_Tamek says:
Lass: Yes, any help you can give the repair team and I would be helpful.  Report to HD 2.  I will be there in a minute.
CO_Ross says:
FCO:  Mr. Teasley, can we move the ship?
Host CmdrLass says:
::she nods:: CEO : I'll wait for you..
CEO_Tamek says:
*CO*: Aye sir.  I am on my way to HD 2 for an investigation.
TO_Pete says:
CO: aye sir ::hears beeping and pushes a button or two:: FCO: you should be receiving the coordinates now sir
FCO_Joe says:
TO: Got them
TO_Pete says:
FCO: understood sir
CTO_Gore says:
::As he passes through the bulkheads he finds that by pushing back with his arms he can slowly cause himself to slow down::
FCO_Joe says:
::enters them into the computer::
Host CmdrLass says:
::follows the CEO::
CO_Ross says:
FCO:  move the ship back to the coordinates TO gave you, gently and slowly
CEO_Tamek says:
::arrives at HD2.  Opens tricorder and begins scanning.::
XOBryant says:
:::continues to crawl around through decks and stuff trying to get to main engineering::::
Host CmdrLass says:
::grabs one of her own, and enters the holodeck:: CEO : Looks like the program is still running..
FCO_Joe says:
CO: Aye sir
CEO_Tamek says:
Lass, Bravo team: I am not sure what we are looking for, but report anything to me.
FCO_Joe says:
::moves back carefully and slowly::
CTO_Gore says:
::He finally stops moving, with nothing but pitch black and a soft humming around him::
CEO_Tamek says:
Lass: Which program?
CTO_Gore says:
::Starts walking forward, realizing he is in a wall somewhere as some wires pass through his head::
Host CmdrLass says:
CEO : Whatever the occupants where running :::looks at high mountain::
MO_Ianden says:
::Speaks with one of the nurses::
FCO_Joe says:
CO: We're at the coordinates
CNS_Sodak says:
::Feels tired::
CO_Ross says:
FCO: Full stop, Mr. Teasley
Host CmdrLass says:
<Nurse> MO : I think you should get to the bridge... It seems something is going on...
CTO_Gore says:
::Steps out into main engineering:: whoa....that was luck....
SO_Donovn says:
::does ship wide scan for CSO::
TO_Pete says:
::does a full tactical scan of the area::
FCO_Joe says:
::cuts the engines::
FCO_Joe says:
CO: Full stop sir
CEO_Tamek says:
::Thinks for a second, :I should have been in here.  Then returns to scan.::
CO_Ross says:
SO: Mr. Donovan, scan all bands of the spectrum, those Officers went somewhere
MO_Ianden says:
::Gets a med kit and exits SB::
SO_Donovn says:
CO:aye sir
MO_Ianden says:
::Then enters the TL::
CTO_Gore says:
::takes a couple steps away from the wall, watching several people rushing about in engineering::
SO_Donovn says:
::tries different scanning methods::
Host CmdrLass says:
CEO : Anything? I'm not getting anyone in here..
CO_Ross says:
CNS:  Counselor, Anything?
CTO_Gore says:
::walks in front of the warp core, turns and looks around for the XO::
CEO_Tamek says:
Computer: Computer, Last location of occupants in this program.
TO_Pete says:
CO: Scanners aren't picking anything up sir, nothing, no ships, anomalies, nothing
CEO_Tamek says:
Lass: Nothing.  Yet.
CTO_Gore says:
::jumps as an engineering officer walks through him...slowly calms down::
CNS_Sodak says:
CO: No sir ::Feels like he's in a stupor
CO_Ross says:
SO:  Mr. Donovan, try different phases of subspace
CTO_Gore says:
*XO* I'm in engineering, how are you making out?
SO_Donovn says:
CO: I got a slight wave though one of the spectrums
FCO_Joe says:
SO: Do you need any help?
CO_Ross says:
SO:  Lock it down, that may be our only clue at this point
XOBryant says:
:::Is hopelessly lost but doesn't want the CTO to know that:::: *CTO* on the way Gore!
MO_Ianden says:
::Takes his med kit and puts it away::
CTO_Gore says:
::Notices the frustration in the XO's voice, chuckles to himself::
SO_Donovn says:
FCO: yes please
CO_Ross says:
*Computer*: Start a 30-minute silent countdown
Host CmdrLass says:
CEO : Any ideas?
TO_Pete says:
::runs hands along the sleek panels thinking "man, this ship is a real beauty! Almost as good as the Artemis::
CO_Ross says:
<Computer> CO: Acknowledged
CNS_Sodak says:
CO: Permission to go to Sickbay
FCO_Joe says:
::goes to the science station::
SO_Donovn says:
::locks down scans trying to pinpoint location::
Host Karri says:
<Computer> CEO: At the head of the cliff.
CO_Ross says:
CNS: permission granted Counselor
CTO_Gore says:
::Is going over his mind how this could have happened....but ends up even more confused::
CNS_Sodak says:
::Leaves bridge::
MO_Ianden says:
::enters the bridge::
CEO_Tamek says:
Lass: Just try to scan for anything, unusual that might be related to that black hole...
FCO_Joe says:
::tries recalibrating the sensors::
CO_Ross says:
::Thinks to himself, if there is no progress, I will be forced to leave the search and proceed with our primary mission::
Host CmdrLass says:
::looks up:: Computer : You mean... They fell?
CEO_Tamek says:
::walks to cliff::
MO_Ianden says:
CO: Could I be of assistance?
FCO_Joe says:
::wipes his head::
CNS_Sodak says:
::Enters sickbay:: Anyone here?
CTO_Gore says:
::crosses his arms, waiting....and waiting::
CO_Ross says:
MO: Yes Mr. Ianden, assist Mr. Donovan in the search at Science 2 console
MO_Ianden says:
CO: Yes, sir
SO_Donovn says:
::retries the spectrum are a higher level::
Host Karri says:
<Computer> CEO: That is not recorded.
FCO_Joe says:
::readjust the internal sensors::
CO_Ross says:
*XO*:  Mr. Bryant, this is Captain Ross, can you read me?
MO_Ianden says:
::Goes to science 2 console::
Host CmdrLass says:
::shakes her head:: CEO : Temporal variances?
CTO_Gore says:
::Walks through, and turns around, to watch an engineering officer working at her console, trying to figure out what is going on::
XOBryant says:
*CO* aye sir, but the question is... can you hear me?
CEO_Tamek says:
*SO*: Would you transfer any unusual readings from outside the ship to my tricorder?
CNS_Sodak says:
Computer: Computer, activate EMH
CO_Ross says:
*XO*: Where are you?
CEO_Tamek says:
Lass: Not sure.
SO_Donovn says:
*CEO* right away
MO_Ianden says:
::Sees Mr. Donovan  trying to search for the missing crew members::
Host CmdrLass says:
::scans::
FCO_Joe says:
SO: Try an external scan of the ship now
Host Karri says:
ACTION:  While the XO and CTO can hear those around them, the crew can not hear them
MO_Ianden says:
SO: I am here to assist you.
SO_Donovn says:
FCO: ok
XOBryant says:
*CO* that seems to be the question of the moment! ::: a little sarcastically since he is pretty sure that Captain Ross can't hear him:::
SO_Donovn says:
MO: great thank you
XOBryant says:
::::Thinks that if he knew where he was on this flying monstrosity then he wouldn't be lost would he?:::::
MO_Ianden says:
::Pulls out the records of the missing crew members::
CEO_Tamek says:
*Alpha team*: Send me your readings on the damaged hull plates.
CO_Ross says:
FCO:  Are we drifting any?
MO_Ianden says:
SO: I think these may help assist you
SO_Donovn says:
::tries a external ship scan::
CEO_Tamek says:
<alpha team>*CEO*:Aye, sir.
FCO_Joe says:
::checks position:: CO: No we're not
CTO_Gore says:
*XO* Maybe we should talk over comm instead of in person sir...
SO_Donovn says:
MO: ok thanks
CO_Ross says:
FCO: Very well
TO_Pete says:
::sighs from thinking and continues, trying to find a signature of the lost crewman::
CTO_Gore says:
::Watches the engineering officer overseeing some minor repairs from her console....still can't figure out what's going on::
CEO_Tamek says:
Lass: try adjusting your tricorder to scan negative ion radiation.
XOBryant says:
:::Steps through a wall and is pretty sure that big blue glowy thing is a warp core and decides to teach the CTO a lesson and walks up behind him:::: CTO: why would we do that :::he whispers in his ear watching him jump with satisfaction:::::  I was just taking a tour to check on the status of the ship!
Host CmdrLass says:
::nods::
FCO_Joe says:
::recalibrates navigation deflector::
SO_Donovn says:
MO: try running this spectrum scan while I continue external scans
CTO_Gore says:
::yelps in surprise::  
CTO_Gore says:
XO: Now that, wasn't funny
Host AdmHarlan says:
COM: Léman:  This is Admiral Harlan.  Can you give me an ETA to your current destination?
MO_Ianden says:
::Goes to science console 2 and starts running a spectrum scan::
XOBryant says:
:::tries not to smile::: CTO: funny?  what do you mean funny?
CEO_Tamek says:
::Configures tricorder to scan anti-matter residue.::
Host CmdrLass says:
<OPS> CO : Sir.. Incoming comm from SF command
TO_Pete says:
::looks up as if an idea suddenly came to him, and then goes back to work feverishly with excitement in his eyes::
CTO_Gore says:
XO: We don't have time for practical jokes....
CO_Ross says:
COM: Adm:  Sir, this is Captain Ross, we are stopped dead, four of our officers turned up missing, we will be forced to stop the search in 22 minutes
CTO_Gore says:
XO: do you have any idea what happened?  Cause I sure don't sir...one minute I heard the collision alarm, the next I saw little dots, and then I became the invisible man.
SO_Donovn says:
::runs a scan for time displacements::
FCO_Joe says:
SO: How did the scan of the ship go?
CEO_Tamek says:
::Tricorder is picking up a strange mixture of anti-matter and negative ion radiation.::
Host AdmHarlan says:
COM: Léman:  I am sorry to hear that.  But it is important you get to the Joltrax system as soon as possible.  Can you give me an ETA?
SO_Donovn says:
FCO: nothing yet
MO_Ianden says:
SO:  Do you think I should run scans for any sub space anomalies?
CO_Ross says:
COM: Adm: 1.6 days Sir, Ross out
XOBryant says:
CTO: well lets see I am open to any suggestion you may have about what to do about Our situation Lt, apparently we are either phased or have fallen into a different dimension of space time.
SO_Donovn says:
MO: yes
MO_Ianden says:
::Starts scanning for any subspace anomalies
Host CmdrLass says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Artemis 9909.24>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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